The APPD Underrepresented in Medicine (URiM) Mentoring Map highlights experiential science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) programs nationwide for students from URiM backgrounds from kindergarten to undergraduate/pre-medical level. These programs are pathways to promote self-efficacy and increase the number of URiM STEM learners and future scientists.

How to FIND a program
The interactive map allows users to zoom in/out, or search by Zip Code, for nearby programs. Listed programs vary in length and cost - please select each program icon for details. Use the QR code on the right to Find a STEM Program near you!
https://tinyurl.com/urimmmap

How to ADD a program
Add your own program at any time! Visit the website or scan the QR code below to ADD a STEM Program
https://www.appd.org/appd-urim-mentoring-map-submission/